
  

 

CRP Workshops 

 In March USDA and partner staff in Harrison, Monona, and Pottawattamie counties held   

workshops focusing on CRP and mid-contract management (MCM). We sent a targeted mailing based 

on FSA records to contact producers who had MCM requirements in 2019 and 2020. Getting multiple 

producers together at the same time was an excellent opportunity to review basics of maintenance, 

what kind of documentation they need to turn in to FSA for cost-share, options for management   

practices used to fulfill MCM, and a basic overview of preparations for a prescribed fire. 

 The group setting offered a chance for producers to ask questions, which were often shared by 

other land managers in the room. Side conversations and discussions after the workshop helped many 

attendees leave with a plan in place to complete their MCM. I was able to set up follow up                

appointments with several landowners who attended the workshops to further create MCM plans, 

work on controlling woody vegetation, get technical assistance on weed issues, and to further improve 

habitat for wildlife. 
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Above: District Conservationist, Dale DuVal, discusses best management practices for preventing     

volunteer trees and controlling Canada Thistle. 
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Fire Contacts 

 With the number of acres requiring MCM ballooning over the coming years, there is 

likely going to be more prescribed fire on the ground. Providing resources to landowners who 

wish to implement prescribed fire can be as simple as providing them with up to date contact 

information for their fire department and fire contractors.  

Over the quarter I contacted each fire department in Harrison county to obtain the 

best phone number instead of the listed, and often unmanned, phone lines. I was able to   

present to the Harrison County Fire & Rescue Association, a collection of all fire departments 

and the Emergency Management Agency in the county. The presentation was an excellent 

opportunity to make local emergency agencies aware of the increased potential for fire on the 

ground, and make myself available for questions as they get more and more calls from      

landowners about prescribed fire. 
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Left: One side of the handout provides a timetable for everything to do leading up to a burn starting 12 months 

before fire ever hits the ground. Right: The second side of the handout shows all contact info for fire                  

departments, Emergency Management, and fire contractors. 
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Burn Planning 

 This quarter I’ve been working with lots of landowners to write burn plans. Through 

conversation and written plans I’m able to ensure that landowners understand proper        

firebreak construction, how to implement backing fire that is lower intensity and better at 

consuming volunteer woody vegetation, and improve their grasp on the equipment and     

personnel required to have a safe burn. 

 Performing site visits allows me to identify specific safety hazards, like utility polls, 

brush piles, or electrical junction boxes. Incorporating these into burn plans allows             

landowners to plan ahead and avoid burning these sensitive areas. Putting together a good 

burn plan stacks the deck in the landowner’s favor, and ultimately leads to more sound land 

management. 
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By the Numbers... 

Interaction Type 
FY19    
Qtr. 3 

Landowner Contacts 82 

Site Visits w/ Landowners 9 

Habitat Proposals 5 

Habitat Projects 12 

MCM Plan 2 

Burn Plans Written 6 

Total 116 

37.5 Acres of Brush Management 

through the Restoring Royalties 

State Wildlife Grant 

From a visit with a landowner working to clear cedars from high quality natural areas on 

his property in the Loess Hills. This project works within woodland management plan . On 

this site visit we helped him delineate the borders of his project area, and discussed best 

practices for removing trees without having negative impacts on the ground. 
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